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A new adult romance from Entangled's Embrace imprint...

Falling for him wasn't in the plans...

Most girls would kill for the opportunity to work for Jack McAlister,
Hollywood's hottest actor, but twenty-one-year-old Jessica Beckett is ready to
kick him out of her red Ford Fiesta and never look back. She should be spending
her junior year in France, eating pastries and sharpening her foreign language
skills. Instead she's reluctantly working as Jack's personal assistant, thanks to her
powerhouse talent agent aunt.

Jack is private, prickly, and downright condescending. Jessica pushes his
buttons—she's not the type of girl to swoon over celebrity heartthrobs, precisely
why her aunt thought she'd be perfect for the job—and Jack pushes right back.

But as she begins to peel away his layers, Jessica is shocked to find she craves
her boss's easy smile and sexy blue eyes. The problem is, so does the entire
female population. And what started out as the job from hell soon has Jess
wondering if a guy like Jack could ever find love with a regular girl like her.
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Most girls would kill for the opportunity to work for Jack McAlister, Hollywood's hottest actor, but twenty-
one-year-old Jessica Beckett is ready to kick him out of her red Ford Fiesta and never look back. She should
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Jack is private, prickly, and downright condescending. Jessica pushes his buttons—she's not the type of girl
to swoon over celebrity heartthrobs, precisely why her aunt thought she'd be perfect for the job—and Jack
pushes right back.

But as she begins to peel away his layers, Jessica is shocked to find she craves her boss's easy smile and sexy
blue eyes. The problem is, so does the entire female population. And what started out as the job from hell
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Editorial Review

Review

"Fun and flirty, with plenty of heart-squeeze moments, Beyond the Stars is a delightful modern fairy tale.
You won't be able to stop from smiling. -- Lauren Layne, USA Today Bestselling Author
 
"Stacy Wise is a fresh new voice in new adult fiction. Sweet, sexy, and absolutely swoonworthy, Beyond the
Stars will leave you smiling long after Jess and Jack's story ends!"
-- A.J.Pine, author of If Only, What If, I Do, One Night, One Life
 
"BEYOND THE STARS was an amazingly beautiful and funny and cute Hollywood Romance! You need to
one-click yourselves some Jack McAlister asap!!!" -- Bianca BJ's Book Blog
 
"Fun, sweet, and chock full of tension. Beyond the Stars is the ultimate movie star fairytale." -- Three Little
Birds Book Blog

"I'll definitely be picking this book up again and honestly, anything else by Stacy Wise." -- Little Miss
Bookmark

"For her first novel, Stacy Wise sure got it right! I will definitely be adding her to my list of authors that I
love! I can't wait to see what she writes next!" -- Taylor W. @ Goodreads

"Wise has a fun approach to this genre, complete with humorous anecdotes, lovable characters and some
steamy encounters." -- LitBuzz

About the Author
Stacy Wise graduated from UCLA with a degree in Communication Studies. She is a former television
casting director and lives in Los Angeles with her family. Stop by her website (stacywise.com) to say hi.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Natalie Hernandez:

Nowadays reading books be than want or need but also work as a life style. This reading practice give you
lot of advantages. The huge benefits you got of course the knowledge the rest of the information inside the
book that improve your knowledge and information. The data you get based on what kind of publication you
read, if you want drive more knowledge just go with education and learning books but if you want really feel
happy read one using theme for entertaining for instance comic or novel. The Beyond the Stars is kind of e-
book which is giving the reader unpredictable experience.

Jillian Diaz:

This Beyond the Stars are usually reliable for you who want to be described as a successful person, why. The
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key reason why of this Beyond the Stars can be one of several great books you must have is actually giving
you more than just simple reading through food but feed you with information that possibly will shock your
before knowledge. This book will be handy, you can bring it everywhere and whenever your conditions at e-
book and printed versions. Beside that this Beyond the Stars giving you an enormous of experience such as
rich vocabulary, giving you trial run of critical thinking that we know it useful in your day exercise. So , let's
have it appreciate reading.

Jonathan Sanders:

The publication untitled Beyond the Stars is the publication that recommended to you you just read. You can
see the quality of the book content that will be shown to you. The language that author use to explained their
way of doing something is easily to understand. The article writer was did a lot of exploration when write the
book, and so the information that they share for your requirements is absolutely accurate. You also can get
the e-book of Beyond the Stars from the publisher to make you far more enjoy free time.

Eric Rodriguez:

People live in this new day of lifestyle always try and and must have the spare time or they will get lots of
stress from both lifestyle and work. So , if we ask do people have time, we will say absolutely of course.
People is human not only a robot. Then we question again, what kind of activity do you have when the spare
time coming to an individual of course your answer can unlimited right. Then do you try this one, reading
ebooks. It can be your alternative in spending your spare time, the actual book you have read will be Beyond
the Stars.
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